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Electropolymerization and characterization of poly (3,4 –ethylene dioxythiophene) 
(PEDOT) doped with functionalized single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWANTs-
octadecylamine) and different dopants were studied. It was fabricated by a simple 
oxidative electropolymerization method. These nanoporous composite films were 
grown electrochemically from aqueous solutions such that constituents were deposited 
simultaneously onto substrate electrode. The synthetic, morphological and electrical 
properties of obtained nanocomposite films were compared. Scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) revealed that the composite films consisted of nanoporous 
networks of SWCNTS (single-walled carbon nanotubes) coated with polymeric film. 
The electrochemical and physical properties of the resulting composites were 
evaluated by Cyclic voltammetry (CV), electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 
(EIS) and and FT-IR spectroscopy. The specific electrochemical capacitance of the 
composite films is a significantly greater value than that for pure polymer films 
prepared similarly. Using these composite films, the modified electrodes with 
improved properties were obtained. The dopant substances used were SDS (Sodium 
dodecyl sulfate) and tiron (1,2-Dihydroxybenzene-3,5-disulfonic acid disodium salt 
hydrate). (In this paper, for simplicity, the SWANTs-octadecylamine group will be 
noted CNTsF which means functionalized carbon nanotubes). 
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INTRODUCTION* 

Conducting polymers (CPs) with electrical 
conductivity and large pseudo-capacitance have 
aroused wide interests as the electrode materials in 
supercapacitors which are unique for provision of 
pulsed high power.1-7 Conducting polymers (CPs) 
contain π-electron backbone that is responsible for 
their unusual electronic properties such as 
controllable electrical conductivity, low energy 
optical transitions, low ionization potential and 
                                                 
 

high electron affinity. The extended π-conjugated 
system of the conducting polymers has single and 
double bonds alternating along the polymer chains. 
These materials are particularly appealing because 
they exhibit electrical, magnetic, and optical 
properties of metals or semiconductors while 
retaining the attractive mechanical properties and 
processing advantages of polymers. Their 
conductivity can be reversibly modulated by 
controlling the dopant type and level. Their 
unusual electronic and optical properties have 
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made them very attractive materials in various 
applications including solar cells, light weight 
batteries, electrochromic devices, sensors and 
molecular electronic devices.  

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), as one of the most 
interesting carbon materials, have attracted an 
enormous interest over the recent years, as a result 
of their unique properties and broad range of 
potential applications. Their very high mechanical 
resilience, high electrical conductivity, chemical 
and mechanical properties and large surface areas 
are particularly relevant for diverse applications 
such as in nanoelectronics, biosensors, supercapaci-
tors and so on. Without carbon nanotubes, the thin 
conducting polymer films provide a high 
capacitance and reasonable response times, but 
they suffer from mechanical and chemical 
instability in life cycle tests, and low conductivity 
in the reduced or neutral states.8-13 When the 
thickness of the polymer film increases, charge 
transport kinetics in the polymer becomes slow. 
These difficulties are all addressed by the addition 
of carbon nanotubes. For this reason, the 
researches have sought to combine carbon 
nanotubes (CNTs) and conducting polymers (CPs) 
for use as modified electrodes in different 
promising applications including conductive and 
high-strength composites, energy storage devices, 
biosensors, and various other devices. Composite 
material based on the coupling of conducting 
organic polymers (CPs) and CNTs have shown that 
they possess properties of the individual 
components with a synergistic effect.14 In this 
context, a special attention has been paid to the 
following CPs: polyaniline (PANI), polypyrrole 
(PPY), polythiophene (PTh)15-21 etc. Among the 
numerous materials devised, development of the 
polythiophene derivative, polyethylenedioxythio-
phene (PEDOT), has shown significant promise for 
the challenge at hand. Poly (3, 4-ethylenedi-
oxythiophene) (PEDOT) is one of the most 
successful polythiophene derivative because of its 
interesting properties: high conductivity, unusual 
electroactivity and a relative environmental 
stability.22-26 PEDOT proved a better aqueous 
stability and biocompatibility than polypyrrole and 
polyaniline and therefore it is considered a 
promising polymer appropriate for continuous 
sensing and even in vivo implantation.27-29 It can be 
produced electrochemically in a variety of 
solvents. It has been showed that the 
electrochemical and physical properties of 

polymers are greatly influenced by the nature of 
dopant and electrolyte during the polymeric 
process.30-32  

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and conductive 
polymers (CPs) are both interesting for their 
unique electrochemical properties. Many efforts 
have focused on the design and preparation of 
CNTs-CPs composites, in order to obtain a new 
material that would possess properties that would 
be useful in particular applications.11-25  

The combination of CNTs with CPs offers an 
attractive route to reinforce the polymer as well as 
to introduce electronic properties based on 
morphological modification or electronic 
interaction between the two components.10-13,18-26 
However, it is difficult to process CNTs and 
insoluble in most solvents. In order to broaden 
their applications it is necessary to tailor their 
solubility properties. For this reason, in this study, 
SWCNTs (single-walled carbon nanotubes) 
covalently functionalized with octadecylamine, 
were used. The SWCNTs graft copolymer has 
excellent solubilities in water and some organic 
solvents and it also exhibits an order of magnitude 
increase in electrical conductivity. It was also 
demonstrated that SWCNTs-octadecylamine (single 
walled carbon nanotubes functionalized with 
octadecylamine) showed an improved sensor 
performance compared to unfunctionalized 
SWCNTs because octadecylamine is an conductive 
organic compound in its own right. Additionally, 
the presence of numerous functional groups in 
SWCNTs-octadecylamine means that there is 
potential for covalent immobilization of various 
big molecules and specially biomolecules. 

In this paper is described electrochemical 
synthesis of nanocomposite films from conducting 
polymers- poly (3,4 –ethylene dioxythiophene) and 
functionalized single-walled carbon nanotubes 
(FSWCNTs) with different dopants and electro-
chemical characterization of these nanocomposites 
by cyclic voltammetry, electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy, FT-IR and scanning electron 
microscopy. In the present paper, we used 
SWCNTs that were covalently functionalized with 
a water soluble conducting polymer, poly 
(octadecylamine) (SWCNT-ODA) that is 
commercially available. The SWCNT-ODA graft 
copolymer has excellent solubilities in water. The 
dopant substances used were SDS (Sodium 
dodecyl sulfate) and tiron (1,2-Dihydroxybenzene-
3,5-disulfonic acid disodium salt hydrate). 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

The electrochemical polymerizations were carried out 
using a conventional three electrodes system. A platinum 
electrode and a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) were used 
as counter and reference electrode, respectively. The reference 
electrode was placed in a separate cell and was connected to 
the electrolytic cell via a salt bridge that ends as a Luggin 
capillary in the electrolytic cell. This arrangement helps in 
reducing the ohmic resistance of the electrochemical system. 
The working electrode was made from a platinum disk with 
surface area of 0.5 cm2. In this study were used 3, 4-ethyl-
enedioxy thiophene (EDOT) (99.5% Fluka) and single-walled 
carbon nanotubes functionalized with octadecylamine 
(FSWCNTs) were provided by CarbonSolutions, Inc. 
(www.carbonsolution.com, Riverside, CA), was used as 
supplied. Which were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich with the 
following characteristics: 80-90% carbon basis, D × L 2-10 
nm × 0.5-2 µm, bundle dimensions. The organic carboxyl 
groups formed on a nanotube surface are localized at the 
defects in functionalized single-walled and suitable reactive 
organic groups from other chemical chains are prone to react 
in this zone. Bidistilled water was used for all sample 
preparations. All chemicals were of the highest quality 
commercially available and were used as received. 

Cyclic voltammetry and electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy were used to investigate the electrochemical 
properties of the composite films. Electrochemical 
experiments were carried out with an automated model 
VoltaLab 40 potentiostat / galvanostat with EIS dynamic 
controlled by a personal computer. All the following potentials 
reported in this work are against the SCE (saturated calomel 
electrode). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to 
compare the microstructures of the deposited films. 

Preparation of modified electrodes 

The Pt electrode was carefully polished with aqueous 
slurries of fine alumina powder 0.05 µm on a polishing cloth 
until a mirror finish was obtained. After 20 min sonication, the 
electrodes were immersed in concentrated H2SO4, followed by 
thorough rinsing with water and ethanol. The prepared 
electrodes were dried and used for modification immediately. 
Nanocomposite films of CPs/FSWCNTs were prepared by 
electrochemical polymerization from a solution containing 
both the functionalized carbon nanotubes (FSWCNTs) and the 
corresponding monomer. FSWCNTs were used in this work 
namely: single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) 
functionalized with octadecylamine (see Scheme 1). In a first 
step, the FSWCNTs aqueous suspension (usually 10mg/L) 
was prepared via sonication (1 hour) and then the synthesis 
solution was prepared straight away by dissolving the 
monomer and the corresponding supporting electrolyte in the 
FSWCNTs aqueous suspension. The negatively charged 
FSWCNTs in solution acted as sole supporting electrolyte and 
dopant for the PEDOT depositions. For this reason FSWCNTs 
are enwrapped in polymers during the electropolymerization 
process in the form of counter ions or dopants. Thus, 
PEDOT/SWCNTs composite films were prepared, from an 
aqueous solution containing 0.025mol/L of 2,3-dioxythio-
phene + 0.1M of LiClO4 + 10 mg/L of FSWCNTs by cyclic 
voltammetry in the potential scanning range of 0 mV to  
+1250 mV at a scan rate of 10 mV/s and for a cycles number 

of 10. The pure poly(3, 4-ethylenedioxy thiophene) films were 
prepared from an aqueous solution of 0.025mol/L 2,3-
dioxythiophene + 0.1M LiClO4, without adding FSWCNTs, 
also by cyclic voltammetry in the potential range 0 mV to 
+1250 mV at a scan rate of 10 mV/s. 

Characterization of the modified electrodes 

The electrochemical properties of the composite films 
were evaluated by cyclic voltammetry (CV), electrochemical 
impedance spectroscopy (EIS), FT-IR and scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM). The electrochemical characterization of 
the PEDOT–FSWCNTs and PEDOT films was carried out in 
0.1M LiClO4 cycling aqueous solutions for comparison and 
because the dopant anion of the polymeric films is the same 
with the anion of the cycling solution. The working electrode 
potential was cycled in the potential range of 0 mV to  
+1250 mV with a scan rate of 50 mV/s. The impedance 
measurements were performed using a VoltaLab  
40 potentiostat/galvanostat with EIS dynamic in the frequency 
range of 100 kHz to 1 mHz with an AC wave of 5 mV (peak-
to-peak) overlaid on a DC bias potential and the impedance 
data were obtained at a rate of 10 points per decade change in 
frequency. All tests have been performed at 25◦C under 
atmospheric oxygen without agitation. 

 

 
Scheme 1 – Chemical structure of single walled carbon nanotube 
 functionalized with Octadecylamine (SWCNTs-octadecylamine). 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In the first step was obtained, PEDOT/platinum 
substrate modified electrode. The cyclovoltammo-
grams recorded during the growth of PEDOT film 
pointed out that, at the cyclic potential sweep on 
the range 0 mV up to +1250 mV, at a scan rate of 
10 mV/s and for 10 cycles. The PEDOT film was 
obtained on the platinum substrate in a synthesis 
solution of 0.025mol/L 2,3-dioxythiophene + 0.1M 
LiClO4 by cyclic voltammetry. It is clearly seen 
from Fig. 1 (see Scheme 2) that the reaction current 
increases sharply when the applied potential is 
larger than 0.7 V, which reveals the formation of 
the radical cations.32-34 The increased current 
implies that the EDOT radical cations start to 
electropolymerize onto the platinum electrode. 
During the first potential scan, the polymerization 
potential of PEDOT on Pt is around 0.965 V, while 
the onset of polymerization shifts significantly on 
following scans to more positive potentials and 
stabilizes at 1.095 V. 
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Fig. 1 – Polymerization cyclovoltammograms of 2,3-dioxythiophene in 0.1M LiClO4 aqueous solution.  
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Fig. 2 – Polymerization cyclovoltammograms of 2,3-dioxythiophene + CNT-octadecylamine  

in 0.1M LiClO4 aqueous. solution. 
  

 

 
 

Scheme 2 – The electrochemical process of PEDOT film.
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Composite films of poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythio-
phene) and functionalized, single-walled carbon 
nanotubes (PEDOT–FSWCNTs) were fabricated by 
a simple oxidative electropolymerization method. 
These films were electrodeposited on a platinum 
working electrode using a classical system with three 
electrodes. The PEDOT/CNT-octadecylamine film 
was obtained on the platinum substrate in a synthesis 
solution of 0.025mol/L 2,3-dioxythiophene +10 
mg/L carbon nanotubes octadecylamine. The 
obtained cyclovoltammograms are given in Fig. 2 
and have the same shapes with those obtained for 
PEDOT/Pt modified electrode cycled in the same 
conditions, but in this case the anodic peaks are much 
higher and larger than those for PEDOT film. This 
fact can be explained taking into account that, 
FSWCNTs (in our case SWCNTs-octadecylamine) 
are negatively charged and they can act as doped 
anions and consequently, the conductivity of 
PEDOT/FSWCNTs composite film increases. 

Hence, the PEDOT/FSWCNTs composites exibit 
higher currents than PEDOT films, which can be 
translated into larger capacitance. This difference in 
current between PEDOT and PEDOT/FSWCNTs 
can be explained by the latter having a significantly 
more porous structure for ion transport as well as 
higher and potential-independent electronic 
conductivity through the adsorbed CNTs film. This is 
an indication of faster kinetics in the composite, 
which can be attributed to the higher electronic 
conductivity of the FSWCNTs network. This means 
that the redox processes which take place in 
nanocomposite film are more intense and more 
complex than those in the pure PEDOT film. 

The PEDOT/CNT-ODA/dopant films were 
obtained on the platinum substrate in a synthesis 
solution of 0.025mol/L 2,3-dioxythiophene  

+ 10mg/L CNT-ODA + 0.01 mol/L dopant substance 
in 0.1M LiClO4 by cyclic voltammetry in the 
scanning potential range of 0 to +1250mV at a scan 
rate of 10 mV/s and for 10 cycles. The dopant 
substances used were SDS (Sodium dodecyl sulfate) 
and tiron (1,2-Dihydroxybenzene-3,5-disulfonic acid 
disodium salt hydrate). 

In the presence of dopant (SDS and tiron, see 
Figs. 3-4), it is observed that the current response 
of doped PEDOT films increases with addition of 
the dopant. Moreover, the current increases with 
continuous cycling in the potential range as seen in 
Figs. 3-4. During the first potential scan, the 
polymerization potential of PEDOT/CNT-
octadecylamine/dopant on Pt is around 1.05 V, 
while the onset of polymerization shifts 
significantly on following scans to more positive 
potentials and stabilizes at 1.15 V. All PEDOT 
composite films were uniform, smooth and 
adherent to the surface of Pt electrode. 

The electrochemical behavior of the  
PEDOT, PEDOT/CNT-ODA films deposited 
electrochemically from aqueous solution in the 
absence and presence of dopant (SDS and tiron) 
was characterized further using cyclic 
voltammetry. The electrochemical characteristics 
of obtained PEDOT film were studied in the 
cycling solutions, an aqueous solution of 0.1M 
LiClO4. The electrode potential was cycled on the 
potential range from 0 up to 1250 mV with a 
sweep rate of 50mV/s and for a cycles number of 
20 (see Fig. 5). For the CVs to exhibit better 
capacitive features (e.g. a rectangular shape), the 
potential ranges should be chosen to avoid the 
polymer becoming undoped, and thus insulating, at 
very negative potentials and overoxidized at too 
positive potentials. 
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     a)                       b) 

Fig. 3 – Polymerization cyclovoltammograms of a) 2,3-dioxythiophene/CNT-ODA/SDS and  
b) 2,3-dioxythiophene/CNT-ODA/tiron in 0.1M LiClO4 aqueous solution. 
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(a)         (b) 

Fig. 4 – Comparative polymerization cyclovoltammograms of 2,3-dioxythiophene + CNT-ODA+ dopant  in 0.1M LiClO4 aqueous 
solution, 1st Cycle (a) and 10th Cycle (b). 
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Fig. 5 – Cyclic voltammograms of PEDOT film in cycling solution (monomer free) of 0.1M LiClO4. 
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Fig. 6 – Cyclic voltammograms of PEDOT/CNT-ODA film in cycling solution (monomer free) of 0.1M LiClO4. 
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The electrochemical characteristics of obtained 
PEDOT/CNT-ODA film were studied in the 
cycling solutions, an aqueous solution of 0.1M 
LiClO4. The electrode potential was cycled on the 
potential range from 0 up to 1250 mV with a 
sweep rate of 50mV/s and for a cycles number of 
20 (see Fig. 6). These films can be cycled 
repeatedly between the conducting (oxidized) and 
insulating (neutral) state without significant 
decomposition of the material, which is consistent 
with the results reported in the literature.35 

As can be seen, the curves of these polymer 
films have nearly rectangular shape, which is 
typical of the pure capacitive behavior of the tested 
object.36-46 However, the current of film obtained 
by potentiodynamic method in presence of dopant 

is nearly three times of the film gained in absence 
of dopant. 

The electrochemical characteristics of obtained 
PEDOT/CNT-ODA/dopant films were study in the 
same conditions (see Figs. 7-8). 

Analyzing in comparison the obtained results it 
can be observed that in all the cases the 
PEDOT/CNT-octadecylamine/dopant composite 
film reveals current much higher than PEDOT 
film. This fact can be explained thus, the PEDOT 
chains became neutral and the negative charge of 
immobile FCNTSF should be balanced by the 
cations with small size from the supporting 
electrolyte solution. The shape of the CV curve in 
all the cases is close to rectangular. 
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    a)            b) 

Fig. 7 – Cyclic voltammograms of PEDOT/CNT-ODA/SDS  
and PEDOT/CNT-ODA/tiron film in cycling solution (monomer free) of 0.1M LiClO4. 

 
 

  
(a)         (b) 

Fig. 8 – Comparative cyclic voltammograms of PEDOT/CNT-ODA  films in cycling solution monomer free) of 0.1M LiClO4, 1st 
Cycle (a) and 20th Cycle (b). 
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The surface morphology, formation mechanism 
and electrochemical nature of PEDOT–FSWCNTs 
films were investigated using scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM), cyclic voltammetry (CV) and 
alternating current (AC) impedance spectroscopy 
(EIS). CV (cyclic voltammetry) and EIS 
(electrochemical impedance spectroscopy) 
revealed that the PEDOT–FSWCNTs electrode 
had higher electrocatalytic activity for the redox 
reaction and a smaller charge transfer resistance 
than the PEDOT electrodes 

Further, the composite and pure polymer films 
were studied by EIS at open circuit potential, in an 
aqueous solution of 0.1M LiClO4 and 25oC. The 
resulting Nyquist plots and Bode plots for PEDOT, 
PEDOT/SWCNTs-ODA and PEDOT/SWCNTs-
ODA/dopant systems are shown in Figs. 9-10. The 

impedance plot is composed of a semicircle at high 
frequencies and a capacitive slope at low and 
middle frequencies (see Figs. 9-10). The semicircle 
appeared at high frequencies is considered to owe 
to the charge transfer resistance, which originates 
from the interface structure between the porous 
electrode surface and the electrolyte.37 At low 
frequencies, the impedance plot becomes a near 
vertical line. The Nyquist plots for both PEDOT, 
PEDOT/SWCNTs-ODA and PEDOT /SWCNTs-
ODA/dopant composite films are featured by a 
vertical trend at low frequencies, indicating a 
capacitive behaviour according to the equivalent 
circuit theory. Bode diagrams point out also the 
capacitive behaviour in concordance with Nyquist 
plots (see in comparison Figs. 9a 9b, 9c, 9d and 
10a 10b, 10c, 10d). 
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Fig. 9 – The Nyquist diagrams for modified electrodes (a) PEDOT/Pt, (b) PEDOT/CNsT-ODA/Pt, (c)PEDOT/CNTs-ODA/SDS/Pt 
and (d) PEDOT/CNTs-ODA/tiron/Pt at open circuit potential in an aqueous solution of 0.1M LiClO4. 
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The capacitances of the electrode materials 
were calculated, according to the equation: 

C = –1/(2πf Zim). 

(f = frequency; Zim = imaginary impedance), from 
the slope of the linear correlation between the 
imaginary impedance and the reciprocal of the 
frequency at low frequencies. 

From these Figs. 9-11 and Table 1, one can 
observe higher capacitance the one order of 
magnitude value for PEDOT/FSWCNTs and 
dopant film in respect with PEDOT pure polymeric 
films. Higher capacitance of the composite films 
results obviously from the contribution of the 
embedded FSWCNTs that provide interconnected 
pathways for electrons through the FSWCNTs and 
ions through the pore network or the direct 
interaction between the delocalised electrons on 

polymer chains and the FSWCNTs. The real 
impedance at low frequencies, where the 
capacitive behaviour dominates, is an indication of 
the combined resistance of the electrolyte and the 
film including both electronic and ionic 
contributions. The values of the real impedance at 
0.01Hz are given also in Table 1. It can be seen 
that the PEDOT/FSWCNTs films were 
significantly lower in resistance than PEDOT 
films. It can also be seen that PEDOT/FSWCNTs 
offered much higher overall conductivity 
compared with the PEDOT film. It has been 
already mentioned that, in general, the real 
impedance of an electrode material also decreases 
as the material’s porosity increases due to 
improved ionic accessibility.38-45,47-56 
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Fig. 10 – The Bode diagrams for modified (a) PEDOT/Pt, (b) PEDOT/CNsT-ODA/Pt, (c) PEDOT/CNTs-ODA/SDS/Pt and (d) 

PEDOT/CNTs-ODA/tiron/Pt at open circuit potential in an aqueous solution of 0.1M LiClO4. 
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Table 1 

Real impedance and capacitance values of pure PEDOT film and PEDO/FSWCNTs (octadecylamine) nanocomposite film with 
different dopants obtained by co-polymerization using the cyclic voltammetry (CV) at 0.01Hz 

Polymeric film Slope values obtained from graph 
–Z’’= f (1/2πf) 

C 
[F/cm2] 

Zr (Ώcm2)at 
0.01Hz 

PEDOT 103 0.009 357 
PEDOT/CNT-ODA 72 0.014 139 

PEDOT/CNT-ODA/SDS 16 0.0625 110 
PEDOT/CNT-ODA/tiron 15 0.0666 135 

 
 

 
Fig. 11  – Capacitance evaluation for PEDOT, PEDOT/CNT-ODA and PEDOT/CNT-ODA/dopant modified electrodes. 

 
Fig. 12 shows the SEM images of the PEDOT 

film. In Fig. 12a a nodular accumulating structure is 
evidenced. The size of the nodules ranged a few 
hundred nanometers in diameter and they aggregate 
to form gobbets. In Fig. 12b, the effect of dopant on 
the morphology of PEDOT film can be observed: 
lamellar structure with almost vertical orientation to 
the substrate. It is evident that dopant changes the 
morphology of PEDOT film into a more porous 
structure with higher interface area. This is in 
agreement with the SEM results presented below that 
illustrated a smaller porosity in the PEDOT film than 
in the case of the composite film (see Fig. 12a-d). 
The SEM images showed that the nanocomposite 
films, PEDOT/CNT-ODA were more porous than 
PEDOT films (see Fig. 12c-d).  

Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR see Fig. 13) 
spectra were carried with a Bruker optics 
spectrometer at room temperature. All spectra in 
this paper were obtained at a resolution 4 cm-1 in 
the region 4000-500cm-1. FT-IR spectrometer is a 
powerful instrument that can be used to determine 
type of bonding for to obtain a new composite. The 
characteristic bands in the FT-IR spectrum for 

PEDOT and nanocomposite are the following: a 
very weak and a medium band at 3000-4000 cm-1 

is assigned to the C-H and OH stretching modes; 
vibration at 1521, 1476, 1328 and 922 cm-1 for 
PEDOT+ nanocomposite and 1501, 1403, 1181 
and 916 cm-1 for PEDOT are attributed to the 
stretching modes of C=C, C-C, and C-S in the 
thiophene ring.57-59,60-63 The bands at 1203 and 
1046 cm-1 are assigned to the stretching modes of 
the ethylenedioxy (alkylenedioxy) group and the 
band around 1046 and 922 cm-1 is due to the 
ethylenedioxy ring deformation mode. The 
spectrum shows several bands of which the band at 
822 cm-1 for nanocomposite and 815 cm-1 for 
PEDOT is assigned to the symmetric C-S-C 
deformation. The band at 1046 cm-1 
(nanocomposite) and 1412 cm-1 (PEDOT) is 
assigned to the symmetric C-O-C ether bond. A 
difference that can be observed is the intensity 
ratio of bands the spectrum (1500-600cm-1) of 
nanocomposite film than PEDOT band, exhibits a 
clear difference in intensity63. This may suggest 
that the dopant promotes and stabilizes the 
structure of the film (nanocomposite). 
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    a)               b) 

 

    
  c)        d) 

Fig. 12 – SEM images of the film surface of a) PEDOT, b) PEDOT/SDS and c) PEDOT/CNT-ODA doped film formation by cyclic 
voltammetry (0 to 1250mV at a scan rate of 10 mV/s). 
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Fig. 13 – FT-IR spectra of PEDOT and nanocomposite.  

 
CONCLUSIONS 

Nanocomposite films type PEDOT/FSWCNTs-
octadecylamine were obtained by cyclic 
voltammetry method from a synthesis solution. 

Electrochemically synthesized composite films 
of conducting polymers (PEDOT) and FSWCNTs 
with different dopants have in common a porous 
structure at nano-meter scales. They have better 
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mechanical integrity and a higher conductivity than 
the similarly prepared pure polymer. 

The electrochemical activity of PEDOT/ 
FSWCNTs/dopant/Pt modified electrode in 0.1M 
LiClO4 cycling solution is much more higher than 
of PEDOT/Pt modified electrode in the same 
cycling solution. 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV), electrochemical im-
pedance spectroscopy (EIS) and FT-IR spectroscopy 
demonstrated that these composite films had 
similar electrochemical response rates to pure 
polymeric films but a lower resistance and much 
improved mechanical integrity. 

The Nyquist plots for both PEDOT and 
composite films are featured by a vertical trend at 
low frequencies, indicating a capacitive behaviour 
according to the equivalent circuit theory. The 
higher capacitance of the composite films results 
obviously from the contribution of the embedded 
FSWCNTs that provide interconnected pathways 
for electrons through the FSWCNTs and ions 
through the pore network or the direct interaction 
between the delocalised electrons on polymer 
chains and the FSWCNTs. 

The PEDOT and FSWCNTsF with dopants 
films reveal a morphological structure composed 
of nanofibers, but for the pure polymeric ones they 
are slightly thicker than those in the PEDOT/ 
FSWCNTs composite film. 

Microstructures of these composites suggests 
that PEDOT was wrapped around FSWCNTs. The 
obtained results can be employed to get the desired 
value of the capacitance by choosing the adequate 
preparation method and so, by controlling the 
microstructure of the composites. 
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